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 The     History     of     Valentine's     Day 
 By     Julia     Smolinski 

 Valentine's     day     is     named     after     St.     Valentine.     St.     Valentine     was     from     3rd 

 century     Rome.     He     was     the     patron     saint     of     lovers,     epileptics,     and     beekeepers. 

 St.     Valentine     was     arrested     because     he     was     performing     marriages     after     it 

 was     banned.     After     he     was     arrested,     he     was     beaten     to     death. 

 This     is     a     prayer     for     Valentine’s     day 

 I     say     a     Valentine     prayer     for     you, 

 and     asked     the     Lord     above. 

 To     fill     your     heart     and     bless     your     soul 

 with     the     precious     gift     of     love. 

 I     asked     Him     for     sincere     love, 

 the     kind     that's     meant     to     stay. 

 Just     like     the     generous     love 

 you     give     to     those     you     touch     each     day. 

 I     prayed     for     love     from     family 

 and     from     every     cherished     friend 

 Then     I     asked     the     Lord     to     give     you 

 His     love     that     knows     no     end. 
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 Diary     of     Hermione     Granger     pt.     2 
 By     Lizzie     Mettille 

 Day     1     (cont.) 

 I     was     so     angry,     though     I     knew     they     were     right.     Mom     would     get     upset     if     I     pushed 
 them     again,     but     I     thought     those     thoughts     later,     after     they     turned     into     toads.     How 
 they     turned     into     toads,     I     have     no     idea,     but     they     did.     I     was     thinking     how     mad     I     was     at 
 them,     and     poof,     toads.     During     math     and     history     all     I     was     thinking     about      was     that 
 group     and     how     they     turned     into     toads,     it     had     to     be     magic,     it     just     had     to     be,     like     what 
 else     could     it     be?     Were     they     cursed     and     it     was     a     coincidence,     or     was     I     the     cursed     one? 

 By     the     time     my     mom     picked     me     up     I     was     so     confused     I     tried     asking     her     without     really 
 getting     to     the     point. 

 “Mom…     have     you     ever…     experienced     magic?” 
 “No,     why?     Did     something     bad     happen     today?     What     did     you     do? 
 “No     I     was     just     wondering”,     I     answered     quickly. 
 “Are     you     sure?” 
 “Yes,     very     sure.” 
 “Okay”,     she     said,     but     she     looked     at     me     so     inquisitively,     and     I     knew     she     didn’t     believe 
 me.     I     was     so     upset     that     I     almost     cried.     I     bet     she’s     telling     dad     right     now! 
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 The     Top     3     Phones     of     2023 
 By     Gabe     Depue 

 There     are     a     lot     of     phones     to     get,     but     which     is     the     right     one?     Here     are     the     phones     with     the     best     specs,     but 
 will     be     the     biggest     hole     in     your     mom’s     wallet. 

 #3     Z     fold     4 
 This     phone     was     made     in     August     2022,     so     it     will     keep     their     newest     updates     for     a     long     time.     It     is     very     big. 
 The     Galaxy     Z     Fold     4     has     two     screens;     its     6.2-inch     cover     display,     and     its     foldable     inner     7.6-inch     display, 
 featuring     support     for     the     S     Pen     Pro     and     the     S     Pen     Fold     Edition.     Both     displays     have     a     120     Hz     refresh     rate. 
 The     device     has     12     GB     of     RAM,     and     either     256     GB,     512     GB,     or     1     TB     of     storage.     The     Z     Fold     4     features 
 three     rear     cameras.     The     wide     camera     shares     its     sensor     with     the     S22     and     S22+,     replacing     the     previous     12 
 MP     sensor,     and     the     telephoto     camera     has     been     upgraded     from     2x     to     3x     optical     zoom.     It     has     two 
 front-facing     cameras,     with     a     10     MP     camera     on     the     cover     display     and     a     4     MP     under-display     camera     on 
 the     right     half     of     the     inner     display.     For     an     added     bonus,     it     flips. 

 #2     S23     Ultra 
 This     phone     has     4     cameras     on     the     back,     as     well     as     2     front     cameras.     The     phone's     camera     is     better     than     the 
 iPhone's,     but     it     costs     thousands     of     dollars.     It     has     a     snapdragon     8     chip,     which     is     really     powerful     for 
 mobile     gaming.     If     you     like     the     android     home     screen,     then     this     is     the     best     android.     However,     I     still     think 
 that     the     iPhone     chip     and     icons     look     way     better.     This     phone     is     also     big     at     a     whopping     6.8     inches,     which     is 
 almost     as     big     as     the     iPad     mini.     This     phone     also     has     fingerprint     scanning     on     the     screen. 

 #1     iPhone     14     pro     Max 
 The     iPhone     14     has     a     water     and     dust     proof     screen,     so     the     phone     should     not     stop     working     because     you 
 dropped     your     phone     in     the     toilet.     It     has     the     new     A15     bionichip,     which     is     the     most     powerful     chip     in 
 phones     today. 

 The     A15     Bionic     has     a     16-core     neural     engine     that     can     do     15.8     trillion     calculations     per     second.     With     better 
 machine     learning,     things     like     Siri,     live     text,     and     the     camera     can     work     better.     The     A15     bionic     chip     has 
 done     better     than     all     of     its     competitors.     It     has     a     4K     60     fps     video     camera,     which     is     very     good.     It     has     3     back 
 cameras,     and     1     front.     The     phone     is     good     for     mobile     gaming     and     has     the     newest     faceID     capabilities.     It 
 costs     1,200     dollars,     and     is     6.69     inches     tall. 
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 Advice     from     Ms.     Henesey     #4 
 By     Ms.     Henesey 

 The     importance     of     Developing     Kindness 
 Human     development     research     shows     that     empathy     and     caring     develop     in     early     life. 
 Parents     are     children’s     first     and     most     important     teachers.     To     be     kind     and     caring, 
 children     need     adults     with      these     qualities     to     nurture     desirable     traits. 

 We     should     all     work     to     develop     children’s     concern     for     others.     They’ll     be     happier     and 
 have     better     relationships     their     entire     lives.     Good     relationships     are     also     a     strong 
 factor     for     success     in     the     workplace.     Socially     aware     and     empathetic     children     get 
 along     better     with     peers     in     class,     and     in     group     projects     and     activities. 

 Children     learn     caring     and     respect     when     they     are     treated     this     way.     Significant     adults 
 should     all     make     an     e�ort     to     respect     their     individual     personalities,     take     interest     in 
 their     lives,     and     make     time     to     listen.     Recognize     their     e�orts     and     achievements. 

 Practice     constructive     conversation,     such     as     ‘what     was     the     best     part     of     your     day?’ 
 ‘Did     someone     do     something     nice     for     you     today?’ 

 Practicing     being     grateful     is     especially     important.     Children     should     learn     to     express 
 appreciation     for     the     many     people     who     contribute     positively     to     their     lives. 

 Studies     show     that     those     who     express     gratitude     are     most     likely     to     be     helpful, 
 generous,     and     forgiving     throughout     their     life. 
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 A     Small     Poem 
 Submitted     by     Ms.     Henesey 

 Hurt     people     hurt     others. 

 Healed     people     heal     others. 

 Safe     people     shelter     others. 

 Free     spirits     free     others. 

 Enlightened     people     illuminate     others. 

 And     your     love     always     wins. 

 So     shine     your     light     of     love     on     all     who     may     cross     your     path     in     life. 

 Because     what     you     do     matters. 

 -  Unknown     author 

 What's     Your     Favorite     Valentine’s     Day     Candy? 
 An     Interview     by     Amellanie     Miles,     Edited     by     Jamir     Smith 
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 Pride     and     Prejudice:     A     report 
 By     Giovani     White 

 Pride     &     Prejudice     is     a     romance     genre     and     fiction     novel.     The     author     Jane     Austin 
 got     the     idea     to     write     the     book     so     she     could     explore     the     nature     of     marriage     for 
 women     in     her     society.     The     book     was     also     influenced     by     Samuel     Richardson     and 
 Frances     Burney. 

 The     book     starts     out     with     a     wealthy     man     named     Charles     Bingley,     and     is     perfect     to 
 be     married     o�     to     because     of     this,     the     Bennet     family     wants     to     marry     o�     one     of 
 their     daughters     to     him.     Their     daughters     are     Jane,     Elizabeth,     Mary,     Catherine, 
 and     Lydia.     (To     learn     more     about     the     man,     the     five     daughters     and     the     mother, 
 question     Mr.     Bennet,     for     he     had     met     the     man.)     After     a     bit     of     chatting     they 
 discover     that     Mr.     Bingley     is     going     to     a     ball.     So     they     decided     to     attend     the     ball 
 with     their     mother.     Bingley     suggests     Darcy,     a     friend     of     his,     to     dance     with     Elizabeth, 
 but     he     decides     not     to     because     she’s     “Not     handsome     enough”.     At     the     end     of     the 
 evening,     she     goes     back     to     the     house     but     insists     Ms.     Bennet     to     be     silent. 

 After     many     encounters     with     Mr.     Bingley,     they     slowly     build     a     better     and     steady 
 connection     with     the     Bennet     family.     Finally     after     some     proposals,     arguments     and 
 many     other     occurrences     in     the     book,     he     finally     gets     married. 

 Overall     I     think     people     should     read     this     book     for     its     capturing     of     human     nature 
 and     plot     twists,     as     well     as     its     brilliant     spin     o�s. 
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 The     Origin     of     Sonic 
 By     Xavier     Ramos 

 Sonic  the  Hedgehog  was  released  in  1991.  He  provided  Sega  with  a  mascot  and 
 rivaled  Nintendo’s  character,  Mario.  Sonic  was  created  by  Naoto  Oshima,  and  was 
 born  on  Christmas  Island,  fighting  Dr.  Eggman  for  the  Chaos  Emeralds.  The 
 western  story  takes  place  on  the  planet  Mobius.  Nintendo  got  Sonic  because 
 Lisuka     petitioned     Sega     of     America     to     get     Sonic     on     the     Nintendo     hardware. 

 The  first  leap  to  Sonic’s  new  era  was  “Sonic  Adventure  2”,  which  was  also  ported 
 to  Nintendo  Gamecube  when  it  was  released  in  2002.  Sonic’s  appearance  was 
 originally  supposed  to  be  a  rabbit,  but  before  he  took  his  blue  spikey  form.. 
 Sonic’s  name  was  Feel.  The  rabbit  would  pick  things  up  with  his  ears,  and  throw 
 them     at     his     enemies. 

 Sonic  got  his  powers  from  the  7  Chaos  Emeralds.  Though  Sonic’s  best  ability  is  his 
 speed,  using  the  Chaos  Emeralds,  he  can  become  Super  Sonic,  Dark  Sonic,  and 
 Hyper     Sonic,     but     there     are     also     many     other     forms     that     he     can     turn     into. 

 Sonic’s  real  name  is  Olgilvie  Maurice  Hedgehog.  He  tries  desperately  to  stay  out 
 of  the  embarrassment  he  feels  from  that  name.  Sonic  has  a  friend  named 
 Knuckles,  who  is  an  Echidna.  He  is  the  protector  of  the  Master  Emerald.  Sonic 
 also  has  two  more  friends,  Tails  and  Amy.  Tails  is  a  fox  with  2  tails,  as  the  name 
 implies,  and  his  real  name  is  Rechardo.  Amy  is  Sonic’s  friend  who  is  secretly  in 
 love  with  him,  and  tries  to  do  things  to  win  his  heart.  Due  to  the  fact  that  Amy 
 acts  out  of  impulse,  she  ends  up  embarrassing  Sonic,  causing  him  to  run  away 
 from     her. 

 Sonic  has  a  cousin  named  Shadow,  which  is  one  of  his  enemies,  the  other  two 
 being  Rouge  and  Eggman.  Shadow  doesn’t  use  his  powers  to  help  people,  in  fact 
 he  uses  them  to  try  and  stop  humanity.  His  weapons  of  choice  are  his  rings  and 
 manmade  weapons.  Rouge  is  a  bat  who  is  an  anti-villain.  She  originally  appears 
 as     Knuckle's     rival,     and     she     is     the     second     antagonist     in     Sonic     Adventure     2. 

 The  last  enemy  is  Dr.  Eggman,  who  is  a  majorly  stupid  villain.  He  tries  to  get  rid 
 of  Sonic  and  his  friends.  His  real  name  is  Dr.  Robotnik,  and  he  has  no  friends 
 because  he  only  talks  about  himself.  Eggman  is  the  most  iconic  villain  of  the 
 Sonic     franchise. 
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 Top     10     Biggest     O�season     Signings     of     the     MLB     Pt.     1 
 By     Jeff     Gilbert 

 10.     Matt     Carpenter     signs     with     the     Padres 
 I     think     that     the     tenth     biggest     signing     was     Matt     Carpenter     signing     with     the     San 

 Diego     Padres.     When     he     was     with     the     Yankees     and     not     injured     he     was     a     very     good 

 DH(     DH     stands     for     designated     hitter,     which     means     that     they     do     not     field     or     pitch, 

 they     just     hit).     They     are     usually     power     hitters     and     hit     nukes.     Matt     is     insane     with     15 

 home     runs     and     39     hits,     with     a     0.300     batting     average.     He     was     a     monster,     and     will 

 destroy     when     added     into     the     Padres     lineup.     Having     him     with     Soto,     Tatis     Jr,     and 

 Machado     will     be     scary. 

 9.     Carlos     Correa     resigns 
 This     was     a     monster     $200     million     6     year     resignation.     He     was     a     great     player,     and     was 

 a     wall     when     it     came     to     defending     all     of     the     hits. 

 8.     Dansby     Swanson     signs     with     Cubs 
 During     the     postseason     and     regular     season,     Dansby     Swanson     was     with     the     Braves, 

 but     he     got     really     loved     and     good     when     the     star     Braves     pitcher     was     injured     and 

 could     not     play     for     the     season.     They     had     the     best     replacement     in     the     league.     He     got 

 many     home     run     hits,     and     had     a     great     batting     average. 

 7.     Brandon     Nimmo     signs     with     the     Mets 
 Brandan     Nimmo     is     a     outfielder     for     the     now     New     York     Mets.     He     was     a     great     hitter 

 in     the     2022     season.     He     had     a     decent     number     of     home     runs     and     was     mediocre     in     the 

 defense     categories.     However,     when     he     does     make     plays     they     are     very     impressive. 

 He     made     it     to     the     playoffs,     but     got     destroyed     by     the     San     Diego     Padres     in     the     wild 

 card     round.     Speaking     of     the     wild     card     round,     you     will     be     shocked     at     the     2nd     best     in 

 my     opinion.     But     you     will     need     to     wait     until     the     next     article     is     released     for     part     two. 

 6.     Jacob     Degrom     signs     with     the     Texas     Rangers 
 Jacub     Degrom     is     probably     a     top     10     pitcher     of     all     time.     He     throws     102     mph     fast 

 balls     and     96     mph     sliders.     He     has     more     than     4     Cy     Young     awards,     and     is     insane.     He     is 

 not     as     good     as     he     was     back     then,     but     he’s     still     very     good. 
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 What     to     do     when     you’re     single     on     Valentine’s     Day 
 A     somewhat     brutal     guide     By     Savannah     Wells 

 This  guide  should  be  applied  when  you  realize  that  there's  no  one  who  wants  or 
 asked  to  be  your  Valentine.  Your  first  step  is  to  start  hyping  yourself  up.  After 
 that,  the  second  step  is  to  start  making  a  list  of  things  to  do.  Watch  a  movie, 
 make  homemade  chocolate  with  filling,  or  have  a  party  with  your  fellow  single 
 friends. 

 Your  third  step  should  be  to  get  over  being  single.  On  Valentine’s  day  night,  get  in 
 your  best  pajamas  and  watch  movies  until  the  sun  comes  up.  Have  a  great 
 Valentine’s     Day! 

 Bonus:     Valentine’s     Day     Word     Search 
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 Ad     Section 

 Get     well     Miss     Wilson     - 
 Kennedy 

 Magic     is     real     - 
 Tredennis 

 Congrats     to     the     8th     grade, 

 high     hopes     for     your     high 

 schools!     -     Ms.     Jenn 

 Congrats     to     the     8th 
 grade     class     of     2023     - 
 Ms.     Reesor 

 Knock     Knock,     who’s     there, 
 where,     where     who,     where     is 
 the     air     -     Ja’dore 

 Congrats     on     a     great 

 season,     J.V.     Basketball 

 -     Ms.Tori, 

 Congrats     8th 
 graders     on     your     high 
 school     acceptances 
 -     The     M 

 Con���t��a���n�     to     t�e     Jun��� 
 Var���y,     Var���y     bo�� 
 ba���t���l     te��     on     a     g�e�� 
 su���s���l     se����     -     Ms.     G 

 Ms.     Henesy     is     the     best     - 
 Anonymous 

 Ms.     Szafnicki,     your     a 
 wonderful     teacher     - 
 Anonymous 

 Giovani     and     Ava     are     the     best- 

 Mr.     Genco 

 What     do     you     do     with 
 dead     chemists?     Baryum 
 -     Mr.     Scha�stall 

 Stay     Healthy     -     Kennedy  School     is     the     Best     - 
 From     Kindergarten 

 Another     great     edition     of     the 

 newspaper     -     Lizzie 

 ‘Congrats     Kindergarten     class,     thanks     for 
 Ms.     Miller     &     Ms.     Brincle,     Love     this     school’ 
 -     The     Lipscomb     Family 
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Buzzo Hennesey for president - Buzzo Henesy

 I     love     my     best     friend     ,     Nasir     -     Jeremih 

 Secret     Admirer     Ads 

 Thank     you     Miss. 
 Debbie     and     Mr. 
 Mattle     for     the 
 work     that     you 
 help     me     with 
 around     the 
 school     - 
 Anonymous 

 Miss.     Henesy     is     the 
 best     -     Anonymous 

 Miss.     Szafnicki     is     a 
 wonderful     teacher     - 
 Anonymous 
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 SEI     Design     Group     Architects 
 (585-442-7010) 

 ‘We     support     Buffalo     schools’ 
 -     Vic     Tomaselly 
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